FSBEI HE
Stavropol State
AGRARIAN UNIVERSITY
announces admission of students to
the following directions (specialties) on faculties:

35.03.06 - Agroengineering, Bachelor degree, profile “Technical systems in agribusiness”, “Technical service in agribusiness”, “Technical equipment for storage and processing of agricultural products”, “Electrical equipment and electrical technologies in agriculture”. Mode of study: intramural, extramural.


38.03.05 - Business informatics, Bachelor degree, profile: “Enterprise architecture”. Mode of study: intramural, part-time, extramural.

36.03.01 - Veterinary and sanitary expertise, Bachelor degree, profile “Veterinary and sanitary expertise of food products”

36.05.01 - Veterinary medicine, Specialist degree, “Veterinary surgeon” profile “Biotechnology of veterinary preparations”, “Diseases in small domestic and exotic animals”. Mode of study: intramural, part-time, extramural.

38.03.04 - State and municipal management, Bachelor degree. Mode of study: intramural, extramural.


36.03.02 - Animal husbandry, Bachelor degree. Mode of study: intramural, extramural.

09.03.02 - Information systems and technologies. Bachelor degree. Mode of study: intramural, part-time, extramural.

35.03.10 - Landscape architecture. Bachelor degree. Profile “Landscape gardening”. Mode of study: intramural, extramural.

38.03.02 - Management. Bachelor degree. profiles: “Production management”, “Human resource management”, “Small business management”. Mode of study: intramural, extramural

43.03.01 - Hospitality. Bachelor degree. “Hospitality in hotel, restaurant and entertainment industries”. Mode of study: intramural, extramural.

19.03.04 - Catering practice and provision. Bachelor degree. Mode of study: extramural.

35.03.07 - Processing and production technology of agricultural products. Bachelor degree. Mode of study: intramural, extramural.
38.03.06 - Trade Science. Bachelor degree. profile “Commerce”. Mode of study: intramural, extramural.

43.03.02 - Tourism. Bachelor degree. Profile “Tour operator and tour agency activities”. Mode of study: intramural, part-time, extramural.

05.03.06 - Ecology and environmental management, Bachelor degree. Mode of study: intramural, extramural.

38.03.01 - Economics. Bachelor degree. profiles: “Economics of enterprises and organizations”, “Finance and credit”, “Accounting”. Mode of study: intramural, part-time, extramural.

38.05.01 - Economic security. Specialist degree. Profiles “financial and credit enterprises providing banking services for state security forces”, “Financial accounting and control in law-enforcement authorities”. Mode of study: intramural, extramural.

23.03.03 - Exploitation of transport and technological machines and systems. Bachelor degree. Mode of study: intramural, extramural.


University Address: 355017, Stavropol, I. Zootechesky, 12;

Website: http://www.stgau.ru

Telephones: selection committee - (8652) 71-60-57;

Career Guidance Center: (8652) 35-59-90

E-mail: University - inf.stgau@mail.ru; selection committee - priem.stgau@mail.ru